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How to construct meaningful relational explanations 
for relational models?

Use perturbations and black-box predictions of 
perturbations to construct local approximator g. Learn 
relational mask on g.

Correctly identifying core relational structure 
corresponding to the prediction in a black-box setting

Approach?

Problem?

Challenges?

Experimental Evaluation

Synthetic TREE-GRID dataset where we connect multiple 
grid structures to a tree and explain whether a node is a 
tree-node or a grid-node using RelEx

Experiments show that RelEx achieves best performance 
on explanation metrics and can identify core structure

RelEx identifies the correct core explanation structure 
(hexagon) when compared with other explainers
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RelEx Architecture

Perturbations of adjacency matrix are constructed to query underling relational model f
Learn local approximator g using the outputs of f and perturbed inputs
Mask M is learned on the output of the local approximator to identify relational nodes important to the 
classification

Model-agnostic relational explanations with only 
access to black-box output predictions

RelEx can be applied to any relational model: graph 
neural networks and statistical relational models

Diverse explanations by maximizing the cross 
entropy between two learned relational explanations

Capable of learning core topological structures in 
explanations

RelEx Highlights

PSL Collective Rules

Node: A, B , C , D ; Target Class: cat

�1: HasCat(A,cat) ^ Link(A,B)! HasCat(B,cat)
�2: HasCat(A,cat) ^ Link(A,B) ^ Link(B,C)! HasCat(C, cat)
�3: HasCat(A,cat) ^ Link(A,B) ^ Link(B,C) ^ Link(C,D) ! HasCat(D,
cat)

Table 4: 3-hop PSL collective Rules

Evaluation
Metric

Relational An-
chors

RelExSigmoid RelExGumbel

AUC-ROC 0.5221 0.7076 ±

0.1720
0.6284 ± 0.1020

In�delity 0.0396 0.0310 ±

0.0267
0.0320 ± 0.0289

Table 5: AUC-ROC and in�delity for TREE-GRID-BA syn-
thetic dataset.

(a) Molecule (b) Right Reason (c) Relational Anchors

(d) GNN-Explainer (e) RelExSigmoid (f) RelExGumbel

Figure 5: Relational explanations for a carbon atom.

(a) Molecule (b) Right Reason (c) Relational Anchors
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Figure 6: Explanation on nitrogen atom in -NO2 structure.

noise and consequently is more preferable. Thus, the ability of our
approach to learn diverse explanations comes handy for learning

(a) Molecule (b) Explanation 1 (c) Explanation 2

(d) Molecule (e) Explanation 1 (f) Explanation 2

Figure 7: Diverse explanations

multiple “right” explanations, among which some make more sense
from a domain perspective.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we developed a model-agnostic relational explainer,
RelEx, which has the ability to explain any black-box relational
model. Through rigorous experimentation and comparison with
state-of-the-art explainers, we demonstrated the quantitative and
qualitative capability of RelEx in explaining two di�erent black-
box relational models, GNNs, representing the deep graph neural
network models, and HL-MRFs, representing statistical relational
models, on two synthetic and one real-world graph datasets. The
ability of RelEx to learn diverse explanations further enhances its
practical value and applicability in explaining domain-speci�c pre-
dictions. RelEx possesses minimal requirements and is a simple,
elegant, and a practically more feasible alternative to existing rela-
tional explainers.
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